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Background & Objectives
• In 802.3bv TF interim meeting of January 2015, the FEC and modulation 

schemes proposed in [1] were adopted for the baseline together with the 
transmission scheme defined in [2]

• Based on the transmission scheme of [2], an specification to implement Low 
Power Idle (LPI) mode is provided here
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802.3 EEE introduction (based on Clause 78) 
• The optional EEE capability combines the MAC sublayer with a PHY defined to 

support the operation in the Low Power Idle (LPI) mode. When the LPI mode is 
enabled, systems on both sides of the link can save power during periods of low link 
utilization.

• EEE protocol is defined to coordinate transitions to or from low power and does this 
without changing the link status and without dropping or corrupting Ethernet frames.

• LPI signaling allows to LPI client to indicate to the PHY, and to the link partner, that a 
break in the data stream is expected, and the LPI client can use it to enter power-
saving modes that require additional time to resume normal operation.

• PHY LPI TX operation:
• The LPI client requests the PHY to transition to its low power state by encoding “Assert LPI” on 

the GMII, then the PHY signals sleep to its link partner to indicate that the local transmitter is 
entering LPI mode

• After local PHY signals sleep during a time, the local PHY transmitter goes quiet
• The transmit function of the local PHY is enabled periodically to transmit refresh signals that are 

used by the link partner to maintain link integrity (keep aligned timing, equalizer circuits)
• The quiet-refresh cycle continues until the reception of normal interframe encoding on the GMII, 

which is communicated by the local PHY to its link partner with wake signal for a predefined 
period of time. Then the PHY enters in normal operation mode.  
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802.3 EEE introduction
• PHY LPI RX operation:

• Entering the LPI mode is triggered by the reception of a sleep signal from the link partner. After 
sending the sleep signal, the link partner will cease transmission.

• When the receiver detect sleep signal, the local PHY indicates “Assert LPI” in the GMII and the local 
receiver can disable some functionality to reduce power consumption.

• Local PHY will use the refresh signals periodically sent by the link partner to update equalization and 
timing.

• When wake signal sent by the link partner is detected by the receiver, the local PHY prepares for 
normal operation and transition from “Assert LPI” encoding to normal interframe encoding on the 
GMII.

• After specified amount of time for recovery, the link supports the nominal operational data rate

• The EEE proposal for GEPOF presented here allows independent LPI mode operation of 
the two communication directions, being possible to independently save power as 
function of the link utilization of each direction  
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78.1.3.2 LPI detect function

In the absence of LPI, indicated by an encoding other than “Assert LPI” on the receive xMII, the LPI detect
function maps the receive xMII signals to the PLS service interface as under normal conditions.

At the start of LPI, indicated by the transition from normal interframe encoding to the “Assert LPI”
encoding on the receive xMII, the LPI detect function continues to indicate idle on the PLS service interface,
but sets LP_IDLE.indication(LPI_INDICATION) to ASSERT.

At the end of LPI, indicated by the transition from the “Assert LPI” encoding to any other encoding on the
receive xMII, LP_IDLE.indication(LPI_INDICATION) is set to DE-ASSERT and the RS receive function
resumes normal decode operation.

78.1.3.3 PHY LPI operation

The following provides an overview of PHY LPI operation. The specification of PHY LPI operation can be
found in the respective PHY clauses (see Table 78–1).

78.1.3.3.1 PHY LPI transmit operation

When the start of “Assert LPI” encoding on the xMII is detected, the PHY signals sleep to its link partner to
indicate that the local transmitter is entering LPI mode.

The EEE capability in most PHYs (for example, 100BASE-TX, 10GBASE-T, 1000BASE-KX, 10GBASE-
KR, and 10GBASE-KX4) requires the local PHY transmitter to go quiet after sleep is signalled.

In the 1000BASE-T LPI mode, the local PHY transmitter goes quiet only after the local PHY signals sleep
and receives a sleep signal from the remote PHY. If the remote PHY chooses not to signal LPI, then neither
PHY can go into a low power mode; however, LPI requests are passed from one end of the link to the other
regardless and system energy savings can be achieved even if the PHY link does not go into a low power
mode.

The transmit function of the local PHY is enabled periodically to transmit refresh signals that are used by the
link partner to update adaptive filters and timing circuits in order to maintain link integrity.

This quiet-refresh cycle continues until the reception of the normal interframe encoding on the xMII. The
transmit function in the PHY communicates this to the link partner by sending a wake signal for a predefined
period of time. The PHY then enters the normal operating state.

Figure 78–3 illustrates general principles of the EEE-capable transmitter operation.

No data frames are lost or corrupted during the transition to or from the LPI mode.

Figure 78–3—Overview of EEE LPI operation
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35.2.2.6 Transmit direction LPI transition

EEE capability and the LPI client are described in 78.1. The LPI client requests the PHY to transition to its low 
power state by asserting TX_ER and setting TXD<7:0> to 0x01. The LPI client maintains the same state for 
these signals for the entire time that the PHY is to remain in the low power state.

The LPI client may halt GTX_CLK at any time more than 9 clock cycles after the start of the LPI state as shown 
in Figure 35–8 if and only if the Clock stop capable bit is asserted (45.2.3.1.4).

The LPI client requests the PHY to transition out of its low power state by de-asserting TX_ER and TXD. The 
LPI client should not assert TX_EN for valid transmit data until after the wake-up time specified for the PHY.

Figure 35–8 shows the behavior of TX_EN, TX_ER and TXD<7:0> during the transition into and out of the LPI 
state. 

Table 35–1 summarizes the permissible encodings of TXD<7:0>, TX_EN, and TX_ER.

Figure 35–7—Burst transmission
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While RX_DV is de-asserted, the PHY may provide a False Carrier indication by asserting the RX_ER signal 
for at least one cycle of the RX_CLK while driving the appropriate value onto RXD<7:0>, as defined in 
Table 35–2. See 36.2.5.2.3 for a description of the conditions under which a PHY will provide a False Carrier 
indication. Figure 35–13 shows the behavior of RX_ER, RX_DV and RXD<7:0> during a False Carrier 
indication.

35.2.2.10 Receive direction LPI transition

EEE capability and the LPI client are described in 78.1. When the PHY receives signals from the link partner 
indicating LPI, it signals this to the LPI client by asserting RX_ER and setting RXD<7:0> to 0x01 while keeping 
RX_DV de-asserted. The PHY maintains these signals in this state while it remains in the low power state. 
When the PHY receives signals from the link partner indicating its transition out of the low power state, it 
signals this to the LPI client by de-asserting RX_ER and returning to normal interframe encoding.

While the PHY device is indicating LPI, the PHY device may halt the RX_CLK as shown in Figure 35–14 if and 
only if the Clock stop enable bit is asserted (see 45.2.3.1.4). The PHY may restart RX_CLK at any time while it 
is asserting LPI, but shall restart RX_CLK so that at least one positive transition occurs before it de-asserts LPI.

Figure 35–14 shows the behavior of RX_ER, RX_DV, and RXD<7:0> during LPI transitions.

Figure 35–13—False Carrier indication
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• For a technically complete EEE proposal for GEPOF, we need to define a set of 

timing parameters to be included within the Clause 78 (tables 78-2 and 78-4)
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78.1.3.3.2 PHY LPI receive operation

In the receive direction, entering the LPI mode is triggered by the reception of a sleep signal from the link
partner, which indicates that the link partner is about to enter the LPI mode. After sending the sleep signal,
the link partner ceases transmission. When the receiver detects the sleep signal, the local PHY indicates
“Assert LPI” on the xMII and the local receiver can disable some functionality to reduce power
consumption.

The link partner periodically transmits refresh signals that are used by the local PHY to update adaptive
coefficients and timing circuits. This quiet-refresh cycle continues until the link partner initiates transition
back to normal mode by transmitting the wake signal for a predetermined period of time controlled by the
LPI assert function in the RS. This allows the local receiver to prepare for normal operation and transition
from the “Assert LPI” encoding to the normal interframe encoding on the xMII. After a system specified
recovery time, the link supports the nominal operational data rate.

78.1.4 EEE Supported PHY types

EEE defines a low power mode of operation for the IEEE 802.3 PHYs and the XGXS listed in Table 78–1.
The table also lists the clauses associated with each PHY or sublayer. Normative requirements for the EEE
capability for each PHY type and for XGXS are in the associated clauses.

78.2 LPI mode timing parameters description

Ts The period of time that the PHY transmits the sleep signal before turning all transmitters off
Tq The period of time that the PHY remains quiet before sending the refresh signal
Tr Duration of the refresh signal
Tphy_prop_txThe propagation delay of a given unit of data from the xMII to the MDI
Tphy_prop_rxThe propagation delay of a given unit of data from the MDI to the xMII
Tphy_shrink_txTransmitter shrinkage time, defined as the absolute time difference between the following

two timing parameters: 
—Delay between a transition from the “Assert LPI” to “Normal Idle” at the xMII and

the corresponding start of the wake signal at the MDI
—Tphy_prop_tx

Tphy_shrink_rxReceiver shrinkage time, defined as the absolute time difference between the following two
timing parameters:

Table 78–1—Clauses associated with each interface type

PHY type Clause

10BASE-Te 14

100BASE-TX 24, 25

1000BASE-T 40

XGXS (XAUI) 47

1000BASE-KX 70, 35

10GBASE-T 55

10GBASE-KX4 71, 48

10GBASE-KR 72, 51, 49

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE 802 attendee. Downloaded on September 24,2014 at 22:10:51 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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—Delay between start of the wake signal at the MDI and the corresponding transition
from “Assert LPI” to “Normal Idle” at the xMII

—Tphy_prop_rx
Tw_phyParameter employed by the system that corresponds to the behavior of the PHY. It is the period of

time between reception of an IDLE signal on the xMII and when the first data code-
words are permitted on the xMII. The wake time of a compliant PHY does not exceed
Tw_phy (min).

Tw_sys_txParameter employed by the system that corresponds to its requirements. It is the longest period of
time the system has to wait between a request to transmit and its readiness to transmit.

Tw_sys_rxParameter employed by the system that corresponds to its requirements. It is the minimum time
required by the system between a request to wake and its readiness to receive data.

Table 78–2 summarizes three key EEE parameters (Ts, Tq, and Tr) for supported PHYs. 

Figure 78–4 illustrates the relationship between the LPI mode timing parameters and the minimum system
wake time.

78.3 Capabilities Negotiation

The EEE capability shall be advertised during the Auto-Negotiation stage. Auto-Negotiation provides a
linked device with the capability to detect the abilities (modes of operation) supported by the device at the
other end of the link, determine common abilities, and configure for joint operation. Auto-Negotiation is
performed at power up, on command from management, due to link failure, or due to user intervention.

During Auto-Negotiation, both link partners indicate their EEE capabilities. EEE is supported only if during
Auto-Negotiation both the local device and link partner advertise the EEE capability for the resolved PHY
type. If EEE is not supported, all EEE functionality is disabled and the LPI client does not assert LPI. If EEE
is supported by both link partners for the negotiated PHY type, then the EEE function can be used
independently in either direction.

Additional capabilities and settings using L2 protocol frames, including the adjustment of the Tw_sys_tx
parameter, are described in 78.4.

Table 78–2—Summary of the key EEE parameters for supported PHY

Protocol

Ts 
(µs)

Tq 
(µs)

Tr 
(µs)

Min Max Min Max Min Max

100BASE-TX 200 220 20 000 22 000 200 220

1000BASE-T 182.0 202.0 20 000 24 000 198.0 218.2

1000BASE-KX 19.9 20.1 2 500 2 600 19.9 20.1

XGXS (XAUI) 19.9 20.1 2 500 2 600 19.9 20.1

10GBASE-KX4 19.9 20.1 2 500 2 600 19.9 20.1

10GBASE-KR 4.9 5.1 1 700 1 800 16.9 17.5

10GBASE-T 2.88 3.2 39.68 39.68 1.28 1.28
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78.4 Data Link Layer Capabilities

Additional capabilities and settings are supported using frames based on the IEEE 802.3 Organizationally
Specific TLVs are defined in Annex F of IEEE Std 802.1AB™-2009. Devices that require longer wake-up
times prior to being able to accept data on their receive paths may use the Data Link Layer capabilities
defined in this subclause to negotiate for extended system wake-up times from the transmitting link partner.
This mechanism may allow for more or less aggressive energy saving modes.

The Data Link Layer capabilities shall be implemented for devices with an operating speed equal to or
greater than 10 Gb/s and may be implemented for all other devices.

Implementations that use the Data Link Layer capabilities shall comply with all mandatory parts of
IEEE Std 802.1AB-2009; shall support the EEE Type, Length, Value (TLV) defined in 79.3.5; timing
requirement in 78.4.1; and shall support the control state diagrams defined in 78.4.2. 

The Data Link Layer capabilities are described from a unidirectional perspective on the link between
transmitting and receiving link partners. For duplex EEE links that implement the Data Link Layer
capabilities, each link partner shall implement the TLV, control and state diagrams for a transmitter as well
as a receiver.
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Figure 78–4—LPI mode timing parameters and their relationship to 
minimum system wake time

Tw_sys_tx (min) = Tw_sys_rx (min) + Tphy_shrink_tx (max)  + Tphy_shrink_rx (max)
Tw_phy (min) = Tphy_wake (min) + Tphy_shrink_tx

Tw_sys_res (min) is greater of Tw_sys_tx (min) and Tw_phy (min)

Tphy_shrink_tx (max) =  (Tphy_wake_tx (max) – Tphy_prop_tx (min))
Tphy_shrink_rx (max) =  (Tphy_wake_rx(max) – Tphy_prop_rx (min))

where
Tphy_wake_tx = xMII start of wake to MDI start of wake delay
Tphy_prop_tx = xMII to MDI data propagation delay
Tphy_wake_rx = MDI start of wake to xMII start of wake delay
Tphy_prop_rx = MDI to xMII data propagation delay
Tphy_wake = Minimum wake duration required by PHY

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE 802 attendee. Downloaded on September 24,2014 at 22:10:51 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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LPI in GEPOF - introduction
• Physical header PHD is used by both link partners to agree the capability to 

accept and generate transmission blocks implementing LPI mode during the 
startup (PHD.CAP.LPI [3])

• Basic idea behind LPI proposal for GEPOF:
• The PHY partially turns off the PCS, PMA and PMD TX functionalities during the payload sub-

blocks when LPI is asserted from LPI client, so that no optical power is injected into the fiber 
during these periods of time

• On the other side, the receiver of the remote PHY, which has established the link and is 
aligned in timing with the local PHY, detects after every pilot and PHS sub-block, the state of 
its partner based on the signal received during the first symbols of the payload sub-blocks

• Because both PHYs are synchronized, the receiver knows the timing for each element of the 
received signal, therefore is able to enable the PCS, PMA and PMD circuitry just for the 
reception of the pilot and PHS sub-blocks

• In both, normal and LPI operation modes, all the pilot and PHS sub-blocks are 
transmitted, although in LPI mode the transmission is switched off during the data 
sub-blocks

• The receiver is able to use pilots and PHS to keep aligned equalizers and timing

• The LPI mode always affects complete payload data sub-blocks, therefore it is not 
possible to stop or restart the transmission in the middle of a payload sub-block
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LPI in GEPOF - operation
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LPI in GEPOF - operation
• PHY LPI TX operation:

• The LPI client requests the PHY transmit function to transition to low power state by encoding 
“Assert LPI” on the GMII

• The PHY TX function encodes the “Assert LPI” signal on the PDB blocks as defined in [5]
• Once at least one “Assert LPI” encoded on a PDB has been transmitted to the link partner, the 

transmit function of the local PHY shall be able to go quiet state aligned to the beginning of the 
next data payload sub-block if no transition to normal inter-frame is signaled before the end of 
the current data payload sub-block

• The transmit function of the local PHY is enabled periodically to transmit pilot and PHS sub-
blocks (refresh signals), which are transmitted just in the same instants of time corresponding 
to normal operating mode

• The PHY transmitter indicates to receiver it is entering quiet period in each payload sub-block 
time slot by the transmission of 130 contiguous zero value symbols. These 130 zero symbols 
are appended to the zero post-fix of the preceding pilot or PHS sub-block, composing a total 
of 146 zero symbols. After zeroes sequence the transmitter shall instruct to PMD TX to switch 
off the optical power until 130 symbol times before the end of the payload data sub-block 
period.

• The transmitter shall insert 130 zero value symbols before the transmission of the 
corresponding pilot or PHS sub-block to prepare the reception of refresh signals.

• The quiet-refresh cycle continues until the reception of normal inter-frame encoding on the 
GMII

• When normal inter-frame is signaled, the transmit function of the local PHY starts the normal 
operation aligned to the beginning of the next payload sub-block, therefore transmitting FEC 
codewords after the corresponding pilot or PHS sub-block  

13
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LPI in GEPOF - operation
• PHY LPI RX operation:

• Entering the LPI mode is triggered by the detection of the sequence of zero symbols 
after the reception of a pilot or PHS sub-block

• When the receiver detects this event, the local PHY encodes “Assert LPI” on the GMII 
and disables some functionality to reduce power consumption: partial PMD, PMA and 
PCS Rx functionalities

• Note that “Assert LPI” on the GMII can also be encoded due to the reception of PDBs 
containing LPI signaling from the link partner; this is the case of LPI assertion on the 
GMII Tx in the middle of a payload sub-block transmission

• Local PHY shall use the pilots and PHS sub-blocks (refresh signals) periodically sent by 
the link partner to update equalization and timing and to determine the value of variable 
loc_rcvr_status. Therefore, in LPI mode, the receiver shall use the refresh signals to 
estimate the quality of decoding (i.e. link margin) of payload sub-blocks that is expected 
when normal operation re-enters

• This quiet-refresh cycle continues until the presence of PAM TH precoded signal in the 
time slot corresponding to a payload sub-block is detected. Then, the local PHY 
receiver starts normal operation and sends to the GMII data contained on the PDBs 
received from the remote PHY. The PCS decoding shall start aligned to the boundary of 
the first complete PDB received from the beginning of the payload data sub-block. 

• At this moment, the local PHY shall start to send normal inter-frame encoding on the 
GMII, since this is the information received from the remote PHY and the link is ready to 
provide nominal data rate

14
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LPI in GEPOF - PMD timing
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S1 or
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twake,tx,min

twake,tx,max

twake,rx,max

twake,rx,min

tsleep,tx,min

tsleep,tx,max

tsleep,rx,max

tsleep,rx,min

Optical power waveform 
during refresh signals

• X0 ≥ twake,rx,max (= 400 ns by Avago), therefore X0 ≥ 130 symbols

• X2 ≥ tsleep,rx,max (= 200 ns by Avago), therefore X2 ≥ 65 symbols

• X1 ≥ the min length to detect quiet period with reliability (~32 by KDPOF)

• For symmetry, X0 = X1 + X2 = 130

# of symbols
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LPI in GEPOF - C/78 timing parameters
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PHY or interface 
type

Ts
(μs)
Ts

(μs)
Tq

(μs)
Tq

(μs)
Tr

(μs)
Tr

(μs)PHY or interface 
type

Min Max Min Max Min Max

1000BASE-RH 0 0 23.52 23.52 1.30 1.30

PHY or interface 
type Case

Tw_sys_tx
(min)
(μs)

Tw_phy
(min)
(μs)

Tphy_shrink_tx
(max)
(μs)

Tphy_shrink_rx
(max)
(μs)

Tw_sys_rx
(min)
(μs)

1000BASE-RH 24.88 24.88 24.88 0 0

Table 78-4 — Summary of the LPI timing parameters for supported PHYs or interfaces

Table 78-2 — Summary of the key EEE parameters for supported PHYs or interfaces

• Tables 78-2 and 78-4 timing parameters are based on:
• Tr = Tpilot/PHS = (16 + 128 + 16 + 130 + 130)/325 = 1.30 μs
• Tq = Tpayload = (8 * 988 - 130 - 130)/325 = 23.52 μs
• Tpilot/PHS + Tpayload + 64/(1668/1976*2 + 1.5)/325 = 24.88 μs

64 bits transmission time has to be added, which is the worst-case 
offset of a PDB respect to the first bit of a data payload sub-block.
See 114.2.4.1.1 
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LPI in GEPOF - PCS state diagrams
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LPITX_PWRON

tx_pwr ⇐ ON

LPITX_PWROFF

tx_pwr ⇐ OFF

pcs_tx = OFF *
link_status = OK

pma_reset = ON +
link_control ≠ ENABLE

(pcs_tx = ON *
link_status = OK) +

link_status = FAIL

LPITX_DISABLE

tx_pwr ⇐ OFF

link_control = ENABLE
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LPI in GEPOF - PCS state diagrams

18

LPIRX_TRAINING

rx_pwr ⇐ ON
sd_inh ⇐ FALSE

LPIRX_PWROFF

rx_pwr ⇐ OFF
sd_inh ⇐ TRUE

pcs_rx = OFF *
link_status = OK

pma_reset = ON +
link_control ≠ ENABLE

pcs_rx = ON *
link_status = OK

LPIRX_DISABLE

rx_pwr ⇐ OFF
sd_inh ⇐ FALSE

link_control = ENABLE

LPIRX_PWRON

rx_pwr ⇐ ON
sd_inh ⇐ TRUE

link_status = OK *
lpi_cap = TRUElink_status = FAIL

link_status = FAIL
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LPI in GEPOF - PMD state diagrams

19

PMDDET_OFF

signal_detect ⇐ FAIL

PMDDET_FAIL

signal_detect ⇐ FAIL

power_on = FALSE

PMDDET_OK

signal_detect ⇐ OK

power_on = TRUE *
sd_inh = FALSE

aop_tp3 > -29 dBm +
sd_inh = TRUE

aop_tp3 < -35 dBm *
sd_inh = FALSE

power_on = TRUE *
sd_inh = TRUE
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